**Deliveries by OB/GYNs**

The share of deliveries by obstetricians/gynecologists (OB/GYNs) increased **14.7 percent** from January to September 2020.

In contrast, the corresponding months in 2019 saw a **decrease of 1.4%**.

**Deliveries in Birthing Centers**

From April 2019 to April 2020, deliveries in birthing centers increased **172.22%**.

**Diagnoses of Gestational Diabetes**

Gestational diabetes, diabetes that occurs only during pregnancy, increased **24.09%** from January to September 2020.

By comparison, diagnoses of the condition grew **6.38%** during the same months in 2019.

**Diagnoses of Neonatal Withdrawal Syndrome**

Diagnoses of neonatal withdrawal syndrome, or neonatal abstinence syndrome, a group of problems that occur in newborns exposed to opioids in the uterus, **increased 17.82%** in the single month from April to May 2020. By comparison, diagnoses of the syndrome **decreased 19.74%** in the same month in 2019.

**Newborns Affected by Other Maternal Medications**

Diagnoses of newborns affected by other maternal medications, which include prescribed drugs such as antidepressants and antianxiety medications, **increased 31.37%** in the single month from February to March 2020.